
 

 

 
   

What is the message? 

ANNEX 4 

Song’s lyrics and words’ clouds 

This is an example for the exercise “What message do you listen?”. You can choose any song’s 

lyrics. There are several websites with songs’ lyrics. In the following example we chose  

http://www.azlyrics.com. In the top right of the page, in the engine search you write the name of 

the song or of the singer,  

 

Example 1 

Song “Believer” - Imagine Dragons 

First things first 

I'ma say all the words inside my head 

I'm fired up and tired of the way that things have been, oh ooh 

The way that things have been, oh ooh 

Second thing 

Second, don't you tell me what you think that I can be 

I'm the one at the sail, I'm the master of my sea, oh ooh 

The master of my sea, oh ooh 

I was broken from a young age 

Taking my soul into the masses 

Write down my poems for the few 

That looked at me took to me, shook to me, feeling me 

Singing from heart ache from the pain 

Take up my message from the veins 

Speaking my lesson from the brain 

Seeing the beauty through the 

(Pain) 

You made me a, you made me a believer, believer 

(Pain, pain) 

You break me down, you build me up, believer, believer 

(Pain) 

I let the bullets fly, oh let them rain 

My luck, my love, my God, they came from 

(Pain) 

You made me a, you made me a believer, believer 
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Third things third 

Send a prayer to the ones up above 

All the hate that you've heard has turned your spirit to a dove, oh ooh 

Your spirit up above, oh ooh 

I was choking in the crowd 

Living my brain up in the cloud 

Falling like ashes to the ground 

Hoping my feelings, they would drown 

But they never did, ever lived, ebbing and flowing 

Inhibited, limited 

Till it broke up and it rained down 

It rained down, like 

(Pain) 

You made me a, you made me a believer, believer 

(Pain, pain) 

You break me down, you built me up, believer, believer 

(Pain) 

I let the bullets fly, oh let them rain 

My luck, my love, my God, they came from 

(Pain) 

You made me a, you made me a believer, believer 

Last things last 

By the grace of the fire and the flames 

You're the face of the future, the blood in my veins, oh ooh 

The blood in my veins, oh ooh 

But they never did, ever lived, ebbing and flowing 

Inhibited, limited 

Till it broke up and it rained down 

It rained down, like 

(Pain) 

You made me a, you made me a believer, believer 

(Pain, pain) 

You break me down, you built me up, believer, believer 

(Pain) 

I let the bullets fly, oh let them rain 

My luck, my love, my God, they came from 
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(Pain) 

You made me a, you made me a believer, believer 

 

http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/imaginedragons/believer.html 

Copy paste the song lyrics and then go the www.wordclouds.com. 

Click in wizard, and paste the lyrics. 

 

The result of the words’ cloud of this song lyric is the image below: 

If not all the words were drawn, in order to make the missing words appear in your cloud, 

either shrink the word cloud, or lower the frequency of these words in the word list. It is preferable 

to shrink the world cloud because it is important to keep the frequency of the words for the final 

result. 

 

 

You can choose the shape of the cloud, the colors, the font and if you want a mask or not. 
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Example 2 

Song “Imagine” – John Lennon 

 

Imagine there's no heaven 

It's easy if you try 

No hell below us 

Above us only sky 

Imagine all the people 

Living for today... Aha-ah... 

 

Imagine there's no countries 

It isn't hard to do 

Nothing to kill or die for 

And no religion, too 

Imagine all the people 

Living life in peace... You... 

 

You may say I'm a dreamer 

But I'm not the only one 

I hope someday you'll join us 

And the world will be as one 

 

Imagine no possessions 

I wonder if you can 

No need for greed or hunger 

A brotherhood of man 

Imagine all the people 

Sharing all the world... You... 

 

You may say I'm a dreamer 

But I'm not the only one 

I hope someday you'll join us 

And the world will live as one. 
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Copy paste the song lyrics and then go the www.wordclouds.com. 

Click in wizard, and paste the lyrics. 

 

The result of the words’ cloud of this song lyric is the image below: 
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